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KKEEYYAANN  GG  TTOOMMAASSEELLLLII

A
S my readers know, I am
cautious about the
flippant application of
what some misleadingly

call postmodernism – that free-for-
all confetti-like approach to making
sense of, and subverting, the world.
Postmodernism can only be
understood in relation to the pre-
post period (modernity). Modernity
offered a more ontologically stable
time when humanities academics
still engaged in analysis rather
than, as some now do, in banal
celebration.  My former colleague,
Eric Louw, offers an unprintable
definition of postmodernism,
though in the sexualised postie
world, this definition may have lost
its offensiveness.

My thoughts on this were shaped
by a PhD Institute on Critical
Literacies, held in Ghent, Belgium
in 2011. Here, students and
academics from all over debated the
issue under the auspices of the
Association for Cultural Studies.
What appears on the Internet is
NOT postmodern, it only exhibits
the impression of postmodernity,
we learned. Underpinning the
Internet is a surveillance system
developing hidden transcripts of
every browser. Pressing the ‘I like
…’ icon sends data to file servers
which is then sold on to advertisers.
Literacy is both constructed and
constructing, then de-constructed
by marketers who construct
Internet users as
consumers/voyeurs/exhibitionists
/ while convincing them they are

global citizens making seemingly
private democratic choices. This
invasion of privacy forms the basis
of the Internet economy.  

Social media are the new
gateways to commercialising
everything by offering the illusion
of a-commercial interactivity.
Privacy – even intimate details - has
become a form of insider (personal)
trading to get access to (public)
social media.  There is thus nothing
more that can be commoditised.
The market has invaded every
aspect of our lives, our bodies, our
thoughts  – even that which one
would previously  have kept hidden.
The digital media offer fake
promise of personal liberation.
Thus does Karl Marx’s notion of the
global function of capital remain
relevant even as he is lost from
university curricula. The only
defence is to limit one’s digital
participation/interaction.  If so,
then one excludes oneself from the
new market-driven digital
hegemony, but also from the new
electronic web via which so many of
us we do business, entertain and
educate ourselves.

Consumption thus becomes a
form of hegemony.  We consent to
control via electronic coercion.
Citizens constituted as consumers
will only resist hegemony when
their perks, benefits and debt are
cut, as is the case currently with the
Greek populace.  When others (like
German taxpayers) no longer want
to pay for Greece’s third party debt,
that’s when revolutions occur.
Such empowerment is narcissistic,
existing in and of itself.  Where real

democratic resistance collectively
engages repressive structures,
consumerism is an individuated
response.  Individual response has
atomised human relationships via
mediating technologies which often
alienate individuals from their
natural, socially organic,
environments.  Hospital admissions
are way up because pedestrians and
drivers are no longer in touch with
ambient, tactile, spatial or even
temporal dimensions. We can now
talk about digital identities, shaped
by flows of electrons between hand-
held devices, rather than via face-to-
face interpersonal interaction. 

These digital citizens tend to lose
any sense of real relational identity
when BlackBerry blackouts occur.
Withdrawal symptoms cause users
to become depressed,  lost and
rudderless, their sense of self
dissipated by misbehaving
electrons.  Identity  is miraculously
restored on receipt of the next text,
social media entry or email. 

New multiple digital identities
can be constructed and
deconstructed at will.  Predatory
individual Internet users become
multiply schizophrenic and
cultivate targets in the same way as
do advertisers.  Psychic lack can be
cured by consumption. Advertising
thus constitutes the
citizen/consumer/victim as
needing to fill the lack.   Gender
switching, gender swapping, gender
deception, gender constructionism,
multiple gender choices (neutered,
cross-dressing, transgendered etc)
occur, where men online pretend to
be women, and paedophiles pretend

to be children. Men pull the con
game where women tend to be more
trusting. Internet is a dark alley, full
of sexual threats, 419 scams and
other destructive lures. 

The gaming realm is dominated
by its own language and acronyms:
AFK (away from keyboard), FPS
(first person shooter), IRL (in real
life), MMO massively multiplayer
online game), MUD (multiuser
dungeon), PUG (pick up group), etc.,
which make the hypermediated
sphere seem like ravings from
another planet. Where the younger
electron addicts are interacting in a
virtual world where they can
manufacture themselves as
different characters, avatars, where
does this leave those outside the
electronic grid? Which is the ‘real’
world?  Where is it?  How do the real
and virtual worlds interact?   Is this
the virtual divide?  Is it gendered,
classist, racist, sexist, geopolitical?
Do the normal relations actually
continue irrespective  of virtual
roles? Are our on-and-main-lined
youngsters’ gaming brains really
being rewired?   Indeed, some of our
students have forgotten when and
how to sleep. The ANC youth league
plays politics while the rest play
games. 

Critique has become cheap and
dangerous.  Everybody online is
now a critic.  Many bloggers, some
of them professional journalists,
rave on, often without checking the
facts.  Write first, think later, if at
all.  Cause maximum hurt,
excoriate rage.  What do we do when
we claim to be doing critical work?
Can critique be managed

independently of its production and
distribution?  Does Psychology need
a paradigm shift?   Where would it
go?

To return to postmodernism:
yes, many of us  live in a
hypermediated postmodern
culture.  But there is a distinction
between culture – ways of making
sense – and society – regulated via
modernist regulatory systems,
known and concealed surveillance
mechanisms, and increasingly
repressive politically managed
repression.  This is about as
modernist as one can get.   This was
the conclusion of cultural studies
scholars who work with their feet
on the ground and who interact
critically with both virtual and real
worlds.
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days of analogue systems when it

could take a week to programme 99
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Now it’s all a blur.
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UKZN projects and National Empowerment Fund swap notes

AAtt  tthhee  bbrreeaakkffaasstt  wweerree,,  KKZZNN  NNEEFF  RReeggiioonnaall  MMaannaaggeerr,,  MMrr  PPhhaakkaammiillee  MMaaddoonnsseellaa  ((tthhiirrdd  ffrroomm  lleefftt))  aanndd  UUKKZZNN  ssttaaffff  mmeemmbbeerrss  ffrroomm  SSttrraatteeggiicc  CCoommmmuunniittyy  MMaannaaggeemmeenntt  PPrroojjeeccttss  aanndd  tthhee  UUKKZZNN
FFoouunnddaattiioonn..

A selection of UKZN’s strategic community management projects were introduced to the National Empowerment Fund (NEF) in KwaZulu-Natal
during a breakfast meeting co-ordinated by Ms Nicola Latchiah, Senior Development Officer at the UKZN Foundation at Howard College.
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